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Mode 1 and 3

Standing Waves
When waves are reflecting back and forth in a contained
space, a wave will be cancelled out by interference
unless it is exactly long enough to have cycled back to the start of the wave by
the time it has travelled back to its starting location. So, for example, if I have a
rope that is closed on both ends, a wave has to cross the rope twice before it ends
up back where it started; so, a waves whose wavelength is twice the length of the
rope will end up in phase with itself, building up into what we call a standing
wave, a wave that makes the whole rope oscillate.

A standing wave can also form if there are two wavelengths packed into the total length of the rope, or 3, or
4, and so on. These shorter wavelengths are called higher modes of oscillation. The lowest mode, mode 1, is
called the fundamental.

All standing waves form a pattern where some parts of the rope stand still and other parts
oscillate up and down. The still points are called nodes; the points of most oscillation are
called antinodes. There will always be a node at every closed end and an antinode at any
open end. So, for example, a rope closed at one end and open at the other does not have a
mode 2, 4, or anything even, because this would put a node at the open end.

When I strike an object that resonates at several modes, it will ring with some mixture of all
the modes, depending on where I hit it. If a node of one of the modes is near where I hit it, that mode won't
resonate at all; if an antinode of a mode is near where I hit it, that mode will resonate a lot. So, for example,
if I hit a guitar string in the middle, I get a lot of mode 1, 3, and 5, but not much mode 2 or 4. If I hit the
guitar string near the top, I get a twangier sound, with a lot of higher nodes in it.

. 1 a) What would be the next node number of the rope pictured above? Draw this mode below.

b) If this rope has a length of 3 m, what is the wavelength of its mode 1?

c) What is the wavelength of its mode 3?

d) Counting the ends, how many each of nodes and antinodes are there in mode 1? How many in
mode 3? In the new mode that you drew?



. 2 A rope 12 m long is fixed in place at both ends. Its first three modes of standing waves are shown
below.

a) How many nodes are there in
mode 2? How many antinodes?

b) If I strike the string near the
middle, which mode(s) will resonate
most?

c) Draw an arrow where I could hit the string that would give me the most resonance from mode 3,
less from mode 2, and less from mode 1.

d) What is the wavelength of mode 1? Of mode 2? Of mode 3?

. 3 A string is able to slide on both ends, as shown in the picture to the
right.

a) In the space below, draw what the lowest three modes of standing
waves will look like.

b) How many nodes are there in the third mode? How many antinodes?

c) If the string has a length of 24 m, what is the wavelength of mode 1? Of mode 3?


